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Key themes: retaining an intimate small business culture as business grows

Opencast is a technology consultancy founded and head-quartered in the North-East of 
England. It works with its clients to provide a range of technology and digital services, 
drive agile transformation and deliver tech training.

…On the technology industry?

We need to continue to find and retain great people, whilst maintaining a sustainable 
business model. There’s a lot more demand, and supply is constrained. Our challenge is 
now to keep up with growth and not be frightened to generate a demand that requires us 
to seek more people, including using innovative sourcing models. It’s about finding the 
volume and quality of people as we can’t compromise on the expertise or cultural fit of the 
individuals working with us.

We want to maintain our culture as an intimate organisation as we move from a small to 
mid-sized organisation in the SME market. We need to be scalable and retain our look and 
feel, maintaining what has made us a successful business and a great place to work so far. 

On resource and support…

Pre-pandemic the majority of our people were based in Newcastle and the surrounding 
areas. However, we’ve switched to nationwide recruitment as clients are no longer asking 
for an everyday presence at a particular location - they don’t necessarily need us on site 
anymore. 

People in tech are very comfortable in this hybrid environment. If we need to be together 
it’s usually to keep team cohesion or solve a spot problem. Hybrid and home working 
works really well for our team.

One thing that we see as always needing improvement is the speed at which people 
pass through a recruitment and resourcing process. The process of identify great people 
through to their offer needs minimising.
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